International Write-In

Wednesday, December 4th, 2019
12pm - 8pm
Instructional Space in Gutman Library

Drop by to write, eat snacks, and receive feedback from Lauren-Elise Kadel, one of the Academic Success Center’s professional writing tutors.

Receive help finding sources from Teresa Edge or Daniel Verbit, two of Gutman Library’s reference librarians, from 2 - 5pm

Attend one of Lauren’s 5-10 minute ignite talks, scheduled for the beginning of every hour!

Citing Sources
Finding Sources
Research Writing: 2pm & 6pm
Quoting & Paraphrasing
Revision Strategies: 3pm & 7pm
Reverse Outlining
Genre
Audience
Purpose

Argument
Overview
Conciseness
Thesis Statements: 12pm & 4pm

Connect with Writers Around the World: #INTLWRITEIN19